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You want your work to reach a wider audience
and find collectors. You want to create work
and send it into the world and know that it will
be well received by your people.

You can have the perfect product, the most
beautiful marketing, but if you're talking to
people who don't care about what you're
saying, it's not going to be effective.

First let's talk about who your audience is
before we dive into how to talk about your art.

BEING SEEN—AND HEARD
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A collector is someone who invests in your
creative career. They are purchasing your work
and sticking around to watch you grow. They
are not only interested in your work, but in you
as an artist. 

Artwork descriptions help collectors and
curators discover new works when they’re
searching for something specific, tell a buyer
exactly what to expect when the artwork
arrives, and provide collectors with interesting
background information about your work.

WHAT IS A COLLECTOR?
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What kind of artist website do you have

and what is its purpose?

What does your customer want most? 

What emotional need are you fulfilling

through my work? 

How can you help them feel confident in

you and in what you create? 

How do you want your buyers to feel before

purchasing? 

And after purchasing? 

QUESTIONS TO ASK

YOURSELF BEFORE WRITING



One of the biggest mistakes an artist can make
with their website: not having enough content.
A boring site will lead your visitors away. Your
copy matters. People do read and copy leads to
connection. It also matters for SEO.

Your website is a space where visitors can fall
in love—remember, you are selling an emotion
not a product.

Help visitors to connect with your art by
describing it clearly and elegantly—explain the
thought, emotion, or lifestyle you are offering. 

Be careful to keep the word count to just a few
sentences or couple of short paragraphs as
anything over 300 words can get tedious.
Always remember—people visit your website to
see your art, not to read your life story.

Note: web pages with only images and no text
will not be included in search results. So it's
important to have content beyond the artwork
info (title, size, medium, price) Providing art
descriptions increases the chance that your
images will come up in online searches, be seen,
and hopefully clicked on.

WRITING FOR YOUR 

ARTIST WEBSITE
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Extra materials you used

Surface your artwork was created on

Whether your artwork will come framed or

unframed, has finished or unfinished

edges, varnished/sealed or not

Whether hanging/installation hardware

will be included 

What/who inspired this piece?

What do you hope viewers will feel/think?

Why did you choose the medium, subject

matter, style?

INCLUDE PRACTICAL &

BACKGROUND INFO


